
"At last you have arrived at the famous town of Houndsend and are standing in the middle of, what
appears to be, the market district. Men and women in long and light robes walk from merchant to
merchant and odd pairs are discussing the latest gossip and politics. The sound volume is quite loud
which makes it a bit diffifcult to distinguish what people are saying and there is a dominating smell of
sweetness in the air.
The sun is warming and you feel the sweat is starting to shape droplets which are about to force down
your face. Maybe that is why most of the people around you are wearing elaborate garment head
wear. The ground you stand on appears to be made of sand and it stretches around the city for as far
as you can see. In an exotic and busy place like this, adventures are bound happen..."

Please make a Sensory Check (1d10) 9

You look around the market place and try to absorb all that is around you. It is a warm
and dry environment and the sun is glaring a bit too strongly in your eyes.

You first notice that there is a man in the middle of the market place that stands on a
wooden crate. You hear that he shouts the same sentences over and over again. "The
giants are coming! The giants are coming from the hills! It has been foretold and we
need to run away. This place is doomed"

What strikes you as strange is that noone seems to take notice of the man.

Some meters to the left of the shouting man you can hear to men in long garment robes
are talking about something of importance. You can see that their faces are sincere and
you can discern the words "The dead boy" but the noise from the crowd swallows the
rest of their words.

You then look directly over the market place and you can see that a character standing
in the shade is trying to pickpocket one of the merchants there but it seems to go so
slow that noone is noticing him. The character looks shady and he strikes you as odd
and he does not look to fit in in the environment.

You can also sense a strong smell of spices and herbs from one of the market stands. A
wide girthed man stands behind the stand talking to other market dwellers.

i yell, "thief! thief!" and point to the pickpocket.

Noone seems to really listen to you when you yell out the words. You get some
bewildered and almost sour looks back at you from the people around you. As soon as
they have given you that little attention they get back to their previous occupations.

i run at the pick pocket, and shoulder block him away from the merchant.

Please make an Agility Check (1d10) 9

It is about 10 meters up to the shady character and you know that you need to do this
with determination as you run across the market. You get up to full speed and manage
to avoid all the people that stand in your way very smoothly. While running you also
notice that your target has noticed you and is attempting to run away.
The merchant has a baffeled expression on his face and looks at you like you were doing
something very strange.

You know that if you want to catch this shady character before he gets away you need to
jump over the market stand and get him in your mid air.



Please make an Agility Check (1d10) 6

You take a quick breath before you set off from the ground and in an amazing acrobatic
feat you jump over the market stand and in mid air you manage to grab the fleeing
character on the shoulder and both of you fall to the ground. Now you must have gotten
everybodys attention!

The character is trying to get away but your strength allows you to pin point the
character to the ground and now you notice that it is a woman of a quite small stature.
She is dressed in light but very dark clothes and her face is covered with some garment.

"What!" She expresses and stares right in to your eyes and you can sense that she is
scared and very surprised.

i say, "stealing is wrong, if you need! money for food or anything i would gladly try to
help, but i can not stand by and let some one steal. what is your name? and why do
you feel you must steal?"

You don't get a reaction from her immediately. She has fixated her eyes in to yours and
it seems like she is paralyzed. Upon further concideration you understand that she is
frightened to death and that she will probably not be able to speak unless you manage
to make her calmer

Please make an Intelligence Check (1d10) 4 followed by a Socialisation Check (1d10) 8

You don't come up with anything good to say and your presence does not seem to be
working here. She is frozen still, not reacting to what you are saying.

i ignore her fear, and take the money from her that she stole, then leave her there alone
and find the merchant she stole from.

You search through her pockets and other compartments that you can find but you do
not find any money. However, you do find a small dagger that seems to be made by a
metallic material and the shaft has a small serpent like animal engraved in it.
When you turn your head around you see the merchants head just some 50 centimeters
away from you face. He looks surprised and says "What is going on here? I don't
understand?"

I say, "This woman, was pick pocketing you. Are you missing a dagger by chance?"

"Pick pocketing?" he says it as he did not understand the words. After he has searched
through his pockets and replies "No I am not missing a dagger. Should I?" He is then
quite for some seconds and then continues "Do you mean that this woman hear was
trying to borrow my dagger?"

i say, "no, she was trying to steal from you, but i must of gotten to her before she could
get what she was trying to steal, im sorry for the inconvenience my lord." then i turn to
the woman and say, "you were lucky today, but maybe next time you wont be so lucky.
you may go now."

The man you are talking to is now even more confused now. "I am sorry good sir, but I
don't understand what you are talking about. I mean no harm but there is simply no
stealing in this town. It has never happened and I can not see how it could happen now.
Why would anyone steal from me. She can just ask and I would gladly serve the poor
girl. Are you sure that that is what happend?" The man takes a step back. You guess
that he might be a bit intimidated by you



i say, " I must of been mistaken, i am very sorry for the inconvenience. by the way, do
you know anything about these supposed giants that are coming?"

"Please sir, no need to apologize. I am just trying to make some sense out of this."
You then look down on the girl on the ground and see that she is still terrified not
moving a limb. You turn around and see that many of the people are looking at you with
peculiar faces.

You are dead sure that this town is something else than other towns you have been to
and that you need to get on good terms with the man you are talking too. He seems like
he is interested in what you have to say but he might be nervous in your intimidating
aura.

kalesta thinks about what it would of been like to grow up in this town, the town of no
thiefs apparently. what it would of been like to grow all the way to man hood with his
family instead of searching for his familys killers.
then kalesta looks at the merchant and says, "please, lets go to the near by bar and
have a drink, and talk of news here in town."

Please make an Intuition Check (1d10) 7 and an Intelligence Check (1d10) 3

You don't get any feelings or thoughts that could give you any insight to what it could be
like to live here. Most likely because you might feel stressed in this strange environment.
However, you sense that this merchant man can help you understand.

After you have asked him to go to a bar nearby he looks at you and nod, then says "Wait
here, I will be right back"

You then see that he first of all bends down to the pinned down woman on the ground
and she seems to be animated again. She breathes hevaily and then the nerchant man
says to her "Please sit at my stool here and regain your wits. I will be back soon."

He then walks across the market, says a few words to the another merchant and picks
up two glass bottles of what looks to be some kind of beer. He then returns and says
"Please follow me, I know the perfect place to talk further"

I first turn to the woman and say, " I am very sorry for scaring you, if you ever need
anything, just ask me." then i follow the merchant.

The woman does not answer you but she produces a short nod. The merchant shakes his
head in curiosity rather than confusion.

The merchant then silently leads you towards the west away from the market district.
You can now see the houses in this town. Most of the houses are just one storie high and
they are all made of a light light yellow, almost white, clay or fine stone. Many of the
doors are wide open and you can see adults and children sitting outside taking in the sun
that shines on them. Strolling through town makes you uplifted and you get a feeling of
enjoyment for all the people around you seem to smile.

After you have walked a bit you see a very big open house, that has a fantastic
architecture. It is made of many pillars and the roof looks like a fantasy castle with
spires shooting up in the air. Looking between the pillars you can see lots of people
walking around inside the building and there is a fountain in the middle of it. Some
people, both men and women, sit on the rim on the fountain and you think that they are
bathing their feet.



The merchant shows you in and ask you to sit on the same rim and says "It is better if
you take off your boots. The water stays cleaner that way." He then hands you one of
the bottles of an unknown beverage. He says "My name is Obol. May I have your name,
please"

I take off my boots and sit with my feet in the water, then i say, "My name is Kalesta."
then i take a drink of the unknown beverage.

As you put your feet in the water it feels like your feet is being refreshed. You feel small
tingling feelings and when you look closer you see that there are tiny fishes in the water
nibbling at your feet. It feels good.
You take a sip from the unknown beverage but taste nothing. You didn't really expect to
taste anything either but you can sense from the consistensy that it is some kind of beer
or ale. You let it refresh with delight.

"I am pleased to meet you Kalesta. I mean that. I sense that something is bothering you
and I also know that you are knew to this town so I am much willing to listen and
answer any questions you might have" He then takes a sip from his beer.

I say, " You said no one has ever stolen from anyone in this town and you dont see why
anyone would, Do bad people never come into this town? if so, why? and you are
rite there is something bothering me, because bad people did come to the place i lived in
before, and they killed my family and left me scarred as you see me now. now i am
looking for them."

Obols face turns into a sincere and bothered expression. He takes a deep breath and
then says "How can I answer that question fairly. In this town most of us know that we
are all bad and we are all good we just have to work on bringing out our good sides.
Houndsend is a town where people come to explore our minds. We engage in discussions
most of our time and we let our curiosity guide us through our lives by knowing that we
are all together here but that we are here for our own reasons. You see, we don't steel
anything from each other. We help each other. As far as I know noone has never moved
to Houndsend to engage in activities that there is no room for here." he pauses for some
seconds but then continues "I have not been engaged in a discussion like this in a very
long time. Thoughts like steeling does not seem to cross our minds because we all are
pretty much free to do whatever we want. Am I making any sense?" Obol asks and then
adds "I am sorry for your loss, I am feeling your pain." When he says those last words it
looks like he is going to cry but he manages to hold the tears in.

i say, "yes, i understand, so... if people come here to explore their minds, where would
some one go to explore magic? and what do you know about these supposed giants that
are coming?"

"You are a curious young man, aren't you! You will fit right in here in Houndsend" He
raises his bottle and you both clink them together and drink. Then he continues "Magic
you say! Go to the University of course, the best within miles!" He then laughs a very
quiet laugh and says "Those giants are nothing to bother about. I understand that you
are referring to the deluted man in the market. He has been standing there for years
now shouting the same frases over and over again. We let him be as he seems to like it
there.

i say, "thank you very much, it would be really nice to fit in somewhere rite now.
however, until i find the men that have done this to me, i can not rest. i will however
stay long enough to learn some magic before i set off to find them again. i just need to
find a place to stay while im here training. by the way, do you know why that woman
would have a dagger with a snake on it? is that some kind of special significans?



"I'tell you what! I have lost something and if you will go the university you might be able
to pick it up for me. It is a Gargoyle I have lost. Lost is not the right word really, he flew
away. I saw himlast on the roof on the University. You should be able to ask Orlan or
anyone else in there for help. And no, I don't know of any daggers with snakes on them.
It could be just for ornamental sake or it could be a new series of craftmanship."

"Regarding your parents, may i suggest that you are always welcome back and talk to
me about it and if you find someone you have cinfidence in you should let them help you
release your burdens. Life is tricky and we sometimes need help finding the good paths
through it."

i say, "thank you very much, for your help and kindness, i will return your gargoyle to
you as soon as i can." i then raise my glass to him, finish my drink and head for the
university.

When you stand up you realise that you don't know in which direction the university is
at.

i say, "oh, im sorry. can you point me in the right direction for the university."

"Of course! Just walk towards the market district, the way back form where we came
from. To your left you will then see a giant building that has spire tops sticking up in the
air. You cannot miss it so just walk towards that building, the University."

i say, "thank you, and good luck to you too." then i head for the university.

You follow Obols directions and just as he said you see those spire tops sticking up in the
air. You start walking towards them and the whole building becomes clearer as you end
up on a wide street that leads straight to the Univeristy. I is a magnificient building
made out of a silvery stone material with some blue ornaments on it. It has several
spires and a big entrance where you can see many people chatting with each other.
Others are enjoying the sun. When you come to the entrance of the university you stop.

Please make a Sensory Check (1d10) 7

Nothing of the ordinary strikes you as you look around. In fron of you you can see a
wide stair forming a half circle. It leads up to the big entrance to the university. It looks
welcoming so can't see why you shouldn't be able to enter.

i enter.

As you walk up the stairs you get a feeling of authority. Well inside you can see people
are sitting to the sides of a big hall, a high roof supported by pillars. All the walls are
covered with book shelves but only half full with books. Both women and men are pacing
the hall in a very relaxed manner and a soft chatter is filling the room. At the end of the
hall you can see a tall man talking to several people. He gives the impression to be a
teacher or of some other importance.

walk up closer to the tall man talking at the end of the hall and listen to what he is
saying.

You can hear what he is saying but you don't really understand what it is he is talking
about. You can extract words like "Dimensions" and "Planes" but they do not make sense
as they are out of context. You also hear some words that you have never heard before



but you understand that they are of value to what the topic is about.

i wait for the teacher to finish talking and say, "excuse me sir?"

The crowd before you turn around and retract with their heads in a disgusting fashion,
just as they had seen a ghost. The tall man stands still and looks at you as you just have
done something wrong. "I assume you are important?" he says short in a calm voice.

i say, "not really sir, its just that i have come to this university to learn, and i have seen
no one of importance to talk to, except for you. I am very sorry for interupting you, i
would just really like to begin learning magic. Do you know where i can find Orlan?"

The tall man squints his eyes and you can see that he starts smiling a bit. "A curious
one. It glads me. If you are looking for Orlan you have already found him. I am him."
None of the other people around him speaks but seems to listen carefully. Orlan
continues "I could teach you but tell me first what you know of magic and where you
heard it from" He makes an effort to make you feel at ease by relaxing his body as he
awaits your reply

I say, "the only thing i really know of magic, is that you can do amazing things with it. I
have only heard bits from my father back when he was around. I have also come here to
help a friend i made in town. A man named Obol has lost his gargoyle and he said you
may be able to help me find it."

"Amazing is an appropriate description, yes. I know Obol and I tell you what; find the
Gargoyle, it is in this university somewhere, bring it back to Obol and then I will see if
we can work together maybe learning some magic. What do you say?"

"sounds like a great deal to me, do i have free roam of this university to look for this
gargoyle?"

"You and anyone else is free to travel whereever you want in our university. Good luck!"
He then nods at you in agreement and turns to the audience he spoke to before.

You start looking around and you can see one spiral stair way to you left and another to
your right. They are made of the same silvery stone material as the rest of the building.

Please make an Intuition Check (1d10) 10

Something tells you that the stairs are magical and that you probably should keep your
mind open to any strange happenings in this building. You feel the stairs to your right
seems to be the correct way towards the gargoyle.

I go up the the stairs to the right.

As you take your first steps on the stairs you notice that the steps dissolve behind you.
It feels strangely good at first but as you get higher up the height starts to feel creepy
but you take yourself all the way up without any problems.
Once up on the next floor you can see a giant hall with lots of doors filling the two longer
sides of the hall. Strange symbols are imprinted above the doors and the doors
themselves are numbered. There are in total 20 doors. On one of the shorter sides of the
hall, closest to you, has another wider stair going into the wall.
Otherwise the room is empty except lighting and ornate carpets on the floor.

thinking that the gargoyle can fly and is probably up higher, i go up the stairs.

You follow the stairs upwards. Walking upwards you can see the the next floor is also a
huge hall. When you arrive at the next floor you can see that it is filled with people and



there are balconies on the longer sides of the hall. You recall that the gargoyle was on
the roof of the university and here might be a good opportunity to go out on the
balconies and have a look.

The people that go around here wear the same dresses as the other people and
everyone seems to be enganged in a conversation an noone really notices you entering
the hall.

i go out on the first balconie and look around.

As you go out on the balcony you feel the heat form outside is hitting you. Somehow it is
just much cooler inside. You have a great overview of the city now and you can see the
marketplace you came from earlier. All houses are short and made of the same whitish
clay material. The city is huge probably containing thousands of buildings. It looks like
the city is allive and it gives you a really good feeling to be breathing the air of this city.

You look up on the roof and you can see the gargoyle sitting still on the roof to the right
of you. You calculate that it is approximately 10 meters to it but that you easily could
jump up on the roof from where you presently stand.

i try to quietly jump up onto the roof, then stop and see if the gargoyle notices, or
moves.

You cannot tell if the gargoyle notices you or not but it definately is still and does not
react to you coming closer. You can also see that it has a frown on its face, as it was
contemplating something that was bothering it.

I say, "is something wrong?"

As you speak the words, the gargoyle turns it head the other way around and then starts
flapping its wings and flies away another couple of meters.

Please make an Intelligence Check (1d10) 7

You think you understand that the gargoyle was disturbed by your words more than your
presence.

walk over to the gargoyle and put my hand on it.

As you suspected the gargoyle does not react to you touching it. It feels a bit cold to the
touch even though the sun is very warm here on the roof.

Please make an Exploration Check (1d10) 6

You think you should be able to pick it up without it protesting.

i pick it up.

As you suspected it does not protest. The gargoyle is about 50 centimeters tall but is
much lighter than you thought it would be. You realize that if you bring the gargoyle
down into the halls where people are talking, the gargoyle might get irritated.

i plug its ears and say, "can you hear me?"

As you do so the gargoyle stays in your arms.

keeping its ears plugged i begin taking it to obol.



You follow the way back but when you come to the place where the spiral stair was you
notice that it is not there anymore. You look around but cannot find any other way down.

Please make an Intelligence Check(1d10) 8

It feels weird to you but a new thought surface your conciousness: You might Will the
stairs to appear.

I try to will the stairs to appear.

It goes easier than you thought to materialize the stairs in front of you. You don't have
to concentrate too much on the thought for the stairs to appear and you realize that you
have a connection to the stairs just beacause you have walked them before.

You walk down the stairs and then hurry out of the university. With ease you find your
way to the market place again. It only takes you seconds to navigate to Obols market
stand. He sees you and his face is animated with a big smile. "Bandy!" he cheers.

with my fingers still in the gargoyles ears i say, "i have returned with your gargoyle and
have even already made a deal with Orlan, that after i return this to you he will see if he
can teach me magic."

"It all sounds splendid!" he says while stretching his arms towards thegargoyle and then
asks "But why are you holding your fingers in his ears? It looks odd!"

i say, "when ever some one speaks anywhere near it, it flys away, it seems disturbed
about what ever it is thinking about. so the easiest way for me to return it to you was to
plug its ears."

"Oh my, that is observative of you. Let me have a look at him" Obol inspects the
gargoyle, that apparently is called Bandy, with concentrated eyes. He then says "He has
been chipped! Look there!" and he points at the back of the gargoyle where you now can
see that a little piece of the gargoyle is missing. Obol then says "I wonder where that
piece might be. If you could wait here while I run home and look through my house for
the missing piece I would be forever thankful. Would that be fine with you?"

i say, "that would be no problem at all."

In an instant Obol turns around and slowly runs away from the market district. You wait
there patiently for about 15 minutes before he comes back. But when he comes back he
seems to have good news. Before he speaks to you have holds up a little piece of stone
and puts it against the chipped part of the gargoyle. You both can see that the little
piece of stone fits perfectly into the chipped area and it seems to melt and morph
together with the gargoyle. It now looks like it has never been chipped. "I found the
piece, obviously, thanks to you. So, thank you for your help and patience."

i say, "no problem at all, thats what friends are for Obol, now i really must return to the
university and get started on my training. if you ever need anything else, just let me
know."
i then head back to the university.

You start to feel a bit fimiliar with the areas now and with no problems what so ever you
are able to navigate to the university and you find Orlan at the same position as you did
earlier. This time he notice you before you can interrupt his conversation and speaks out
"I am glad you are back that fast."



I say, "It shows how eager i am to learn."

"You are right" He says with a smile. "We should get right to it I think and as the
evening will soon be here this should be a perfect opportunity. Please follow me!" He
then turns around and walks towards a wall and says please close your eyes"

i close my eyes and follow him.

"You can open your eyes now" Orlan says. When your eyes are open again you can see a
set of stairs going into the wall that was just a wall before. Orlan goes up the stairs and
you follow until you arrive in a room.

The room is circular and has the same architecture as the rest of the university. There is
a fountain in the middle of the room where statues of creatures you have not seen
before are squirting out water from their mouths. At the other end of the room there is a
short bench with room for two people. It is made of a dark wood and it is clothed with a
dark red soft looking material. Orlan invites you to sit down and then takes a seat
himself after you have sat down.
"I would like to hear your story" Orlan says and crosses his legs there after.

I say, "why is it the hardest things to say, are always said the most? i am here because
i must find some bad men. men came to my home and murdered my family, then left
me for dead in the burning down house. i now have vowed to find them some day, and
bring justice to them. i feel that if i am going to find them, i will need all the help i can
get, hence me trying to learn magic."

Orlan looks pussled. "Emotion aside, what is justice to you?"

i say, "i feel they must answer for what they have done wrong, they must rebuild what
they have burnt to the ground, and they must be taken in so that the law can decide
what must be done with them. i am not here for revenge, i am here to make sure that
what has happened to me will not happen to someone else."

"It is a big thing to say, however, very honourable. Let me ask you this: Can you with
steadfast determination, live as you preach?"

i say, "i can and will."

"I see" Orlan says. "I must say I am sorry for your loss and that is all I can say and I do
not wish to impose on your troubles and your personal motivations. This talk however
has given me insights to where you stand in our Universe. This is important because if
you are to learn magic, where You stand in this universe is mabe the most important
thing."

"For me in order to teach you magic you need to go through an initiation process. This
means that I will have to show you to our initiation room and there you will stay for the
night in solitude. When you wake up tomorrow we will know how we can continue. But
first, do you have any questions that you want to ask me?"

i say, "no, i am ready."

Orlan rise and then starts to walk down the stairs that you came from. He then leads you
around in the university and finally you reach a wooden door that he opens and asks you
to enter it. "This is where you will spend the night" he says "Do not leave the room until
I will be back, this is important" He then closes the door behind you and you are alone.

Inside the room you can find a small bed and a desk. The room is round without a single
corner. The bed is simple and made out of wood bearing a light red sheet which seems



to be the only blanket. The table is also made out of wood and there is a small stool in
front of it. The whole room is lit up by a florescent purple light.

You walk up to the table and you can see that there is a sheet of paper lying on the
table. A simple pen like object lies beside it. You sit down on the chair and you start
reading what it says:

"Question One

Imagine that you can see a wheel in front of you. You can see the wheel from the side.
The wheel is constantly spinning in your right direction. On the top of the wheel there is
a line being pushed in the right direction, as well, by the force of the wheel. When you
look to see where the line starts and where it ends you notice that it is infinite.
Now imagine that this line represent the dimension of time and that the wheel
represents our physical world. At which direction does the time go?

i write down, "both directions."

You sit alone in the round room, looking at the words you just wrote holding the pen in
your hand. You don't know if you expect anything to happen but as it is now everything
is just quiet.

i try to will the paper to give me another question, remembering the stairs and thinking
there may be something similar here.

At first it seems like you are on the right path but you soon realize that no new text
appears on the paper. You try to concentrate on your thought a bit harder.

Please make a Clairvoyance Check(1d10) 6 , Intelligence Check(1d10) 7 and Will
Check(1d10) 5

As you concentrate on the thought to put new words on the paper in front of you, you
understand that you probably need to pretend that there are other sheets of paper
behind the paper, in order to get to the next question.

You put your fingers around one corner of the paper and pretend that there are other
sheets of paper behind it. As you pull the sheet to one side you can see another sheet
materializing behind it. The paper you are holding is morphing into the paper behind it.
It is a sight that you cannot phatom and when you try to explain it to yourself you get
nowhere. Nontheless, a new paper with a new question on it is no in front of you. It
reads:

"Question two

If you could travel from your mind to another living persons mind, just as you would
travel from one city to the other. Would that mean that you are traveling in the same
way, as when you travel between cities, or would you then just imagine that you
traveled from your mind to another mind?

i write, "it is the same as travel between cities." then i turn the page imagining more
behind it.

The same thing happens again and a new sheet of paper is produced. It reads:

"Question Three

As you already should have understood, this paper is magical. If magic is another
element, just as Earth, Water, Wind and Fire, why is it that magic is not naturally



occurring?"

i write, "it is naturally occurring." then i turn the page imagining more behind it.

Same procedure. The new paper reads:

"Question Four

If you knew that it was absolutely important for you to sleep after you have answered
this question, would you then fall asleep because you wanted to sleep or would you not
be able to fall sleep because you would be thinking that you should sleep?"

i write, "i would fall asleep because i wanted to sleep." then i turn the page imagining
more behind it.

As you write the last word you immediately fall asleep. It is a nice sleep and you feel
more concious than you normally do when you sleep. After a while you start to dream
but you also get the feeling that you are able to decide what you should dream about,
just as you were the director of your dreams. What do you dream about?

i dream about a world of peace, where everyone is happy and im with my family again.

You are instantly taken back to the place where you were born and raised, Millers Peak.
Located at the beginning of the Dunrad Mountain range. The weather is great and the air
is just as fresh as you remembered it. You are standing in the middle of the small farm
that has been your families home for as long as your bloodline has been here. Your
father is working the vegetable field, your mother is caring for the goats that walk freely
within the farm. Your sister is coming out from the house that you all live in and she has
made a stew that you know that you all will eat within minutes. You sister calls on
everyone and you all gather around a table that is lit with sunlight but located inside one
of the barns. Everyone is silent but you have a great feeling inside you that tells you that
this is exactly what it means to be with your family. They are hard working earnest
persons who show their gratitude by just existing. The stew tastes great and when you
are done eating your father puts his form hand on your shoulder and says "I am proud of
you for chasing away the wolves last night. Who knows what ill things could have
happened other wise"

The dream then fades and you awake sitting on the stool with a overly positive feeling
inside you but at the same time you have a longing feeling after your familiy.

Your Memory has Increased with +1

i turn the paper imagining more behind it again.

You soon realize that there are no more pages behind it as nothing happens when you
turn the paper.

You can now hear that someone is coming towards the door and after a few seconds the
door opens. It is Orlan and he says with a big smile "Slept Well?"

i look back at Orlan with a smile on my face and say, "yes, i just had one of the best
dreams ever."

"You don't say! Grab the paper on the desk and come with me, we have lots of studying
to do."

i quickly grab up the papers and follow him.



Orlan leads you to one of the floors you were earlier on, the floor with many doors. He
then opens the doors that has the number "1" inscribed in it. Above the door a symbol
you do not recognise is placed. Orlan shows you into the room and in there two other
persons are waiting. One girl and one boy, both quite young but not much younger than
you. They do not smile as you enter the room, which you think is a lecture room, but
they present themselves "Nice to meet you, my name is Rose" The girls says and the
boy follows "And I am Preston, Nice to meet you" Both of them wear a simple red robe
with a hood hanging down their shoulders.

i say, "nice to meet both of you too, my name is Kalesta."

Rose replies to you "I guess that you are a student of Orlans now too? I am so excited to
learn and I can't wait to get started"

"Ahem..." Orlan then produces and is asking for your attention. "Please be seated on one
of the pillows here and we should be able to get started right away." After you all have
sat down Orlan continues "The most important thing now is that we start from the
beginning, from the most basic element. For any learning you need to be attentive, this
should be a given. But to learn what magic is all about you need to comprehend some
basic principles and concepts. I want to begin with asking you this: In principle, what is
a Dimension?"

i say, "a universe with a timeline of its own?"

Preston looks baffled but rose chips in "Isn't a dimension just a line?"

Orlan replies to you both "Kalesta, if you truly understand what you just said, you might
as well just have created a parallel universe. Rose, you are correct but let me take it one
step back and see if I can paint a mental picture for you."

"Imagine an imaginary dot. Now imagine that another imaginary dot but that it is
located a bit beside the first imaginary dot. All clear so far?"

i say "yes."

Rose and Preston nods. Orlan continues " Now imagine that you draw a line between
those imaginary dots. This Line is a dimension. This is the principle of what a dimension
is. Any questions on that?"

i say, "so a dimension is a way to get from one thing to another?"

"Not exactly but I sense that you mean correctly. What you said is the usage of a
dimension but it is not directly the principle. The principle is a line between two
imaginary dots but the usage might be different depending on what context it is put into.
Do I explain it clearly?"

Preston interupts "So this would mean that the line is also imaginary?"

i nod.

Orlan turns to Preston and replies "You are correct. Now, if everyone is clear on what a
dimension is we should move on. Pay attention for it might get tricky.

"Keep the same imaginary line, the dimension, in you mind. Now imagine a third
imaginary dot that is located next to the second dot. Now imagine a line between those
two dots. You should now see a Triangle that is missing one side. All clear?"



i nod.

"Now imagine that the two lines, the two dimensions, you are imagining now has a 90
degree angle between them. These two dimensions are now creating a Plane. All clear on
what a Plane is now or do anyone of you have any questions?"

i nod.

"Ok. Keep this Plane in your imagination. Now you need to imagine a fourth dot that is
above the first dot. Now imagine a line between the first and the fourth dots. You should
now have three dimensions imagine in your mind now. If I say that these are the first
three dimensions, may I have your thoughts on what these dimensions are called?"

i say, "is one of them time?"

Rose says "I think the first one could be Length, the second one, Width and the third
dimension Depth? Yeah, that is what I think!" She looks distantly into the space.

Orlan replies "One of them is not time. We will come to time later. Rose, you are correct.
If I now tell you that two Dimensions creates the principle of a Plane and the three
Dimensions creates the principle of a Space, you should be able to see that these three
dimensions you now have imagined has created a Space. If these dimensions are called
Length, Width and Depth and creates a Space, what should we call this Space?"

i shrug.

Rose follows you but Preston says "Reality?"

"Good guess but there is a better word for it. This Space is called the Physical Space.
You see, everything we see with our eyes exists in this space. Everything we can see is
made up of three dimensions, Length, width and depth. There are no exceptions. But we
humans have other senses as well. We are able to sense dimensions that exists outside
our Physical Space, that Preston calls the Reality. This sense of ours is called
Calirvoyance and with that sense you can for example sense Time. For time is our Fourth
Dimension and it is a dimension you cannot see, hear, taste or smell but you can
experience it through you Clairvoyance Sense. Please ask any questions you might have
on this before we put this into pracitce."

"so if i couldn't taste anything, with my clairvoyance i could?"

"Not quite. Because Taste comes from the First Space, our physical world, you would not
be able to sense it in higher dimensions. This is because your Clairvoyance sense is only
sensing in dimensions higher than the first three dimensions. However, with your
Clairvoyance sense you can "smell" things but only smells that comes from higher
dimensions. Does that make sense to you all?"

i nod.

All you need to know more for now is that the Fifth Dimension is called the Dimension of
the Mind. This is were our thoughts are, our memories, our ideas and our dreams. We
can connect to this dimension with you Clairvoyance sense if we want to and if we know
how to. We will now practice this.

All you need to do is do relax and concentrate as hard as you can. Then you need to go
inwards in your mind and try to see if you can see what I am thinking. When I count to



three we all will close our eyes and when I say stop I will ask you what I am thinking
about. Ok, One Two Three...

Please make a Clairvoyance Check (1d10) 7

You concentrate real hard inwards in your own mind. After some minutes you start to
see things you did not see earlier. Images appear inside you mind but they are very
blurry. You are drawn more inwards in your mind and you start to see something white
and shiny. Soon the image gets clearer and you see that it is a pearl and you somehow
know that this pearl is the exact same pearl that Orlan is thinking of.

"STOP!" Orlan says. "What did I think about?"

i say, "A pearl."

Preston and Rose says in a choir "Yes, a pearl. A White pearl!"

Orlan spreads a smile on his face and says "This is good. really good. This means that
you are able to learn magic." Orlan then produces three books and hands one book to
each one of you and says "Read this book until tomorrow. It will explain to you how you
can control the Element of Fire. Now off you go and study it hard and if you feel the
need for practicing, feel free to do so. I will want to see you all in the entrance hall
tomorrow morning and then we will continue our studies."

i say, "is there a room here i can stay in?"

"Yes of course" Rose says to you."There is a building behind the university which you can
sleep in, me and Preston are sleeping there at the moment. It has all the things you
need.
"Quite right Orlan says"

"would you mind showing me the way rose? i am new here and dont really know my way
around."

"Sure I can." Rose says "I will go there right no to study and you are welcome to come
along"

i say, "thank you rose." then follow her to the building.

Rose shows you out of the university and around the building until you come to a long
house made in the same material as the university. The house has several openings but
it seems to be lacking doors. You two walk into the house and you can see a dozens of
beds and some fountains spurting water. It looks like they are there for a drinking
purpose. Rose points unprecise to the beds and says "You can use any of them. There
are no others staying here at the moment so it would be perfect for studying. If you
don't mind, I will start reading the book now"

i say, "no problem, i would like to start reading now anyway." then i take my book out,
pick a comfortable bed and begin reading.

You open the book and can immediately see different formulaes and variables that seem
to describe how one can control the Element of Fire. You read:

"For anyone who wants to understand how we can materialise something from the
Psychic Sphere, the second sphere, you first need to understand how material or
physical things work.



In this book we will solely concentrate on the Element of Fire, this is the first Elements.
In the Physical world Fire is a rapid change from low energy to high energy over a
certain period of time. This energy increase which creates heat is termed as Heat
Energy. There is a simple formula that explains this and it looks like the following:

H = Cp * m * dT

H = Heat Energy
Cp = the energy quality of the material
m= mass
dT = is the difference in temperature from the initial state to the final state of
the rapid energy increase

But it is not enough to just know how Heat Energy works in the Physical Sphere in order
to create fire from just your thoughts. You need also understand the fundamental
principles of the Psychic Sphere.

In the Psychic Sphere there is one fundamental law that is always active. This is called
the Idea and it is equivalent to Energy in the Physical Sphere. An Idea is always at some
point in a state of a potential Idea and then it can be transformed in differnt ways. The
difference in principle between Energy and Idea is that Ideas can be created but Energy
cannot. At the moment you just need to know what formula for a potential idea is. It
looks like the following:

I = t * k * o

I = Idea (potential)
t = thought
k = karma
o = order

If you now think of a fireball, that fireball is your thought. Karma is a bit trickier beacuse
it is universal in the second sphere and at the same time it is personal. The closer your
personal karma is to the universal karma the less karma you have for this formula. The
order of this thought of a fireball is the same as where this thought is located on the
Mind dimension.

As an artist of the arcane you should know what mental factulties and senses you need
to use in order to form the Idea.

To create a thought you need to use your Intelligence. This creates a thought that takes
up a certain space in the dimension of the mind. You then need to sense this thought on
this dimension and you do this with your Clairvoyance. Once you have established that
connection and can locate where on the dimension your thought is, you need to Will it
loose from your own mind. As soon as that is , that very thought is a potential Idea and
you are now ready to convert this idea into Physical Heat Energy. And all you need to do
after you have gotten to know all the variables is to will the potential Idea into a physical
space before you. The formula will look like this, where the Heat Energy is equal to you
Idea:

t * k * o = Cp * m * dT"

I stop reading and try to create a thought of a fireball.

Please make an Clairvoyance Check (1d10) 9 , Intelligence Check (1d10) 9
and a Will Check (1d10) 6



Before you know it a ball of fire is forming in the palm of your hand. You feel its heat
with your touch and you also feel it in your mind. It feels like your mind and the fireball
in your hand is one and the same. You know you can control it but you also know that
you will burn yourself if you keep it in your hand for too long.

What do you want to do with the Fireball?

i try to extinguish the fire.

The ball of fire slowly cools off into air. Your hands are still warm but it makes you feel
great that you managed to produce fire with only your mind.

feeling good about myself because of being able to do so much so fast, i make my bed
and sleep, preparing myself for the next day of learning.

Just at the moment when you have made your bed as you want it, you can see that Rose
is screaming and jumping around her bed and you also see that one of her blankets has
caught on fire.
You are not sure what to do and the only thing you think you could extinguish the fire
with is another blanket.

i throw another blanket over it and smother the fire.

The blanket goes over the fire and it immediately appears to have extinguished the fire.
A thought surfaces you consciousness though "Would Rose be able to control the fire
even though the fire has spread?"

"Oh wow, thanks Kalesta" Rose replies all excited "That was cool though. I saw your
little fire ball there in your hand and I so badly wanted to be able to do it myself and I
did it. I guess I got a bit too excited."

i say, "no problem, i just wonder if i could put it out with magic."

Rose looks at you with lowered eye brows and a quirky mouth. "What do you mean?"
she says

i look at rose a little confused and say, "well i put the fire ball in my hand out with
magic."

"Really!?" she says and seems surprised. "I didn't think of that. How did you do it
exactly?"

i say, "the same way i made it of coarse, but maybe from now on you should practice
with me. That way we can keep each other from ruining the university."

She seems to ponder your words for some seconds and she seems to make her body
look smaller "I guess that would be a good idea. Can you show me how you did it
again?"

i create a thought of a fireball again.

Please make an Clairvoyance Check (1d10) 5 , Intelligence Check (1d10) 8
and a Will Check (1d10) 6

Again to your liking, a fireball is produced in your hand and it is growing.

next i try to make it rotate in a circle around me.



Please make a Concentration Check (1d10) 9

You let the fireball go from your hand and it floats in the air. It slowly starts to rotate
around you and with squinted eyes you try to fixate your gaze on an empty spot in the
air. You feel the fireball burning and dancing around you in your mind and you are in a
state where feel uncertain whether you are just imagining it or not. But you definitely
feel the fire ball floating around you.

next i create the thought of the fireball getting colder but still burning.

Please make a Concentration Check (1d10) 7

The fireball gets less wild and more transparent but the shape and size stays the same.
You can feel it radiating less warmth now.

i try to create the thought of the fireball changing color, to the color blue.

Please make a Concentration Check (1d10) 7

The color of the fireball morphs from orange, white, yellow and read into green, white,
purple and blue where the bluish is the most distinct. It is a beautiful ball of fire and it
continues to dance around you.

i extinguish the fireball and with a crazy thought in my mind i try to create an image of
myself being invisible.

The fire ball slowly dims out into nothing. You think hardly and concentrated on the
thought of yourself as invisible but you find a problem with it: You can't see yourself and
no image is produced in your mind. You take a look at your physical arm and you can
see it. For an instance you do not know if you are physically invisible or not. You are
interrupted by Rose

"That was truly amazing. I want to try now, can you watch me please?"
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